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INTRODUCTIOir
Since the beginning of the twentieth century there have
"been several tendencies, or styles, in music. At first, the
new use of unusual harmonies, progressions and. color was
termed Impressionism. The important element here was the
communication of feeling, as an "outburst of the soul,"
Later the composers turned to a style in v/hich the aim
was to have no key center, or tonal center. They called this
Atonaliiy. Very few composers truly achieved this goal -
rather most of them succeeded in writing music which should
be called instead lolytonal, for it contained for the most
part combinations of two or more different tonalities,
rather than an absolute lack of any tonal center.
In later years the tendency has been to write more in the
style of the pre-Beethoven composers - a reTival of the pure,
transparent forms from the classicists. This is simple and
well-balanced music, but without any romantic feeling, sind
has been termed ]?eo -Classicism,
Throioghout these periods there have been various hannonic
devices used by the composers to attain their various goals.
It is the aim of this thesis to illustrate the devices which
have been used by certain composers.
One of the most important composers to be discussed here
is Stravinsiky, in whose later works the ITeo -Classical element
first began to appear, a movement which tried to do away
v/ith the expression of strong emotions in music, and to
remove literary associations from instrumental works, as
' • t f
well as to place less emphasis on emotional Jiarmony, and more
on strong rhythms, with an orchestration in which the instru-
ments would stand out in their ovm tone colors, rather than
effecting a "blending. In the later works, the use of small
combinations of instruments brings out these "colors" and
characteristics of the instruments more clearly.
In all the tendencies of tv/entieth century music, there may
be found a parallel movement, as has always been the case,
in the other arts, poetry and painting.
Of the other composers to be taken up here, just a v/ord
about each follows.
In the works of Irokofieff are found classical sympathies
and taste. The idiom is one of a hard and dry character, the
themes are clearly defined, and the forms are angular and
symmetrical, while there is much use of continuous rhythmic
mo tion.
The aims of Scriabine were never fulfilled in his composi-
tions. In Prometheus , which he considered to be a study toward
his life masterpiece, he tried to combine the sense of hearing
with the sense of sight, writing one line of score for a "color
organ", with a certain color for each note. He had intended
to carry this idea still to greater extremes and add the sense
of smell, but died before progressing very far with his work
in this field, Scriabine ^s use of his "Mystic Chord" will be
discussed in detail later.
The works of Schonberg can be simply and briefly outlined as

follows: the early works, in which there v/as a xlomanticism
resemlDling V/agner aJid Richard Strauss; the period from app-
roximately 1906-1920, when he v/as worldng in a new idiom,
using many chords "built in fourths, to be discussed in a
later chapter; then the entirely contrapuntal atonal style,
which has developed in the latest works into the techniq.ue
of the nse of the twelve-tone system, also to be taken up
later,
Hhe last composer to be dealt with here is Eindemith, whose
works are essentially different from those of the other com-
posers discussed. Eindemith ^s style is an intellectual, schol-
arly system, which contains no real atonality, but rather a
working out of an intricate linear counterpoint. It is dis-
sonant, but has tonality, and is carefully worked out, and
is explained by the composer in his book. The Graft of Liusic-
al Composition , which will be quoted later on.
As would be expected, all the works of the composers do not
conform exactly to these general statements, but for the most
part these are the idioms in which they write. The aim of this
paper shall be to illustrate the ways in v/hich these composers
make use of the devices to be taken up in attaining their
individual styles.

PARA-LIiEL MOTIOH
ilbving chord blocks
The practice of writing music consisting of series of mov-
ing chord "blocks is usually connected with the Impression-
istic school. With Debussy came the custom of Y\rriting any
number of chords in succession, of absolutely or of nearly
egual structure, forgetting the hitherto normal or accepted
resolutions or progressions. This was merely a matter of
handling the old harmonic material by a new method, rather
than an entirely revolutionary type of music.
Y/hen the chord blocks are of eq.u&l construction, there
results either a constant shifting of tonal center or else
a seeming absence of key, due to the nature of the particular
chord. On the other hand, the chords are oftentimes altered
to conform to the scale tones of the key. In that case, there
is no doubt as to tonality, and the device is perhaps not
ci.aite as effective as a feature of Impressionism.
Stravinslqy uses at times long passages of moving chord
blocks, of equal structure, as is illustrated here in a
section from Trois Mouvements de Petrouchka
,
excerpts for
found in his Jeu de Cartes
, which, it is said, deals chor-
eographically and, so the composer claims, musically with
a game of poker and is furnished with a score of great oom-
* Grovels Dictionary (Supplementary Volume)
(t
^
plexity of texture "but extraordinary lucidity of sound,
written in a manner that converts a medley of allusions to
all sorts of light music (Rossini, Delibes, Johann Strauss,
;)azz, etc.) into a kind of style of its own which shows a
keenly intelligent artist still at work upon an unceasing
guest after new ways and means of expression and an ever-
vigilant ajitention to^the^utmastvirtuo si ty of craftsmanship,"
I wTt rt
Lt e i
A similar example of chords is found in Les Noces , a sec-
ular "ballet-oratorio, which "began as an experimentation in
timbre and rhythm and ended far more fonnidably. It is like
a tri"bal chant, with insistent, repetitious rhythms, With
this work, Stravinsky's "interest in the nerve-twisting
possibilities of rhythmic pulse culminated." This was in 1923,
In this example all the chords are not equal in structure.
some containing a ma^or third and some a minor third.
P.13
Eindemith uses the same type of chords in much of his v/ork.
In his Sonatas for organ, there follows the use of moving
octaves, with the fifth inserted, from the Sonata No. 2.
In this case the structures are equal, each voice moving
down by half-step. Similar octaves with fifths are found in
the IToblissima Visione. a ballet.
1 to:
r
s.
Also in the Uoblissima Visione are found instances of moving
minor triads and of moving octaves, comlDined with thirds and
fif thsr^4 E r '^t e I r.
In one of Hindemith^s Lieder , Die triuikene Tanzerin , there
is a series of incomplete leading tone seventh chords, and
in another, Trompeten , there is an unusual combination in
se q.u^j^c/^go^->t^nqnented fifths and^a per^y^ i^f th
.
There is another instance of movi^^-^ta-i^s , this time major,
in the Not lis;:slma Vlslone ^
^
J .
Eindemith^s Concerto for cello contains many examples of
moving chord "blocks, often octaves with fifths inserted, or
triads, either in root position or in inversion. In at least
one inst^ce the notes in the moving chords are fourths apart.
XT
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4.
In the Lieder of Hindemith there are several more instances
where he uses moving chord "blocks in different constructions.
In "both the V/ie SanJct Franciscus and in the Trompeten there
are examples of series of chords in which the parts move a
T)erfect fourth apart.
is la
1
There similar example of voices moving a perfect fourth
apart in .the Sonata No. 3 for or^ran of Hindemith,
In his Marierileten, Hindemi tH
i
oftJn uses the device of
moving octaves with the fifth inserted. This is found in the
GeTjurt Maria , in the Verkundigung ulper die Eirten , and in the
Vom^ Tode Maria(3),
There is a series mplete dominant seventh chords in
Hindemith ' s ^0nee rto for C^j.lo
cC
5.
There is one more example of chord hloclcs in the Cello
Concerto, this time one in which the chords are l)allt on
perfect fifths. m
i 3
Eindemith's music contains majxy examples of this' device,
some of which may te found in his Lieder , and some in the
Marienle]ben. At the end of one of the Lieder, Durch die
aljendlichen Garten , is a progression of chords "built in
sevenths, with the right and left hands harmonically un-
related
R^^'^-H-l»i 1,1-1 L)iM^
P JO
In the :.:arienle"ben are at least two instances where there
are progressions of incomplete leading- tone sevenths, pro-
ceeding chromatically, one in the Rast auf der Flucht , and
,»
^3
r
i 3 m
Also in the Vom Tode Maria is an example of chords "built
in perfect fifths, then "becoming altered after the first
three chords. , \ \ ^
^

6.
Stravinsiiy * s music contains many examples of moving chord
blocks, oftentimes of uneg.ual constructions. Folio v/ing are
two examples from tiie Trois MouYements de Petrouchka . In iDotii
cases the chords follow the natural lines of the tonality
in use at the t^e, without an^ chromatig. alte^^aJionso
In the Sacre du Printemps , there are several othear -types
of chords used in parallel motion - chords built on thirds
and fifths, with no close relationship "between the upper parts
an^ the lov/er parts^
Vi
I
» -3-*-
W-.il j Ij ) lit
w
m m
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In another instance in the same work, Stravinsky follows a
leading-tone seventh chord "by an unrelated dominant seventh,
and then al ternates the two chords.
4—\
1 w
^
classified as moving chord "blocks are several instances in
his Concertino v/here Stravinsky has a series of augmented and
diminished octaves, interspersed with a few perfect octaves.
One of the several passages folj^sev lpwi
1r
C
Fifths
As one illustration has already been given, there are many
uses of parallel fifths, similar to those of the chord blocks.
The fifths nay be perfect, augmented, or diminished, or
alternately any of these three forms, and create much the
same effect, though of a thinner nature. The use of open
fifths sometimes resembles the fifteenth and sixteenth
century style of music, Organum, v/hich had originated back
in the sixth, seveiith, and eighth centuries, and was used
in the church through Gregorian chants.
As in the previous illustration, there are some occasions
when a series of augmented fifths is used. One veiy striking
example is in Stravinsl^^s Concertino,igky n<
Hovfever, the more prevalent tendency seems to be to use
a complete series of perfect fifths, Eindemith uses them
often in his Cello Concerto, sometimes by skip, but more
oft^n pro ce ej-ingj bjT v/h|Ole or hal^ step.
i
i
WMm T r 1 J l i
Eindemith once again uses parallel perfect fifths in his
Sonata (3) for Organ.
ct
c
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In the Drei lelchte Stiicke tixr Violoncello und Klavier are
two more exam Les of T^erfect^if th.s,^rv.
? vw-r^f^— F t—F—I —
7^ » 1~
5
I 7-
Stravini•jnsl^'s ^ite ^e l^H^stoir'e du SoIdat , for clarinet,
violin, and piano furnishes one short example of parallel
fifths. Another contemporary Russian comioser, Serge
Prolcofieff , uses parallel fifths in his Vision Fugitive ,
a piano .30 iyo
31
:flfff|tf^y3
Fourths
The use of parallel fourths is a more or less dissonant
device, emplofyed often "by twentieth century composers.
One of the "best examples of this device is found in Hinde-
mith^s Drei leichte Stucke , with the moving two upper voices
over a pedal point on eV^^
i
i iV—*-
r
As they contain many other of the devices taken up here,
so do Eindemith's Lieder also contain several uses of
parallel fourths. In the Traum is a spot where there is a
aeries of fourths, all perfect. Although a similar series
of e^oally constructed chord blocks would imply a changing
tonality, here where the tonality is not as strongly defined
there is no question "but that the notes are all contained
in the original key, even though that key is different from
the one employedat the same time in the left hand.a o^^d-§^J
1 i
Oliere is another place in the second of the Drei leichte
Stucke where there is the device of fourths, combined with
octaves and fourths.
In Hindemith^s Cello Concerto are several series of perfect
fourths
,
pjyi^e^ing by half and whole steps.
I—i
'
—
^
P.n
^1
The same type of fourths are found in Hindemith^s ballet
suite, Noblissima Visione.
Ic
10.
i
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Stravinslgr »s music has perhaps not quite so many examples
of the use of parallel fourths, "but tliere are several ex-
cellent passages to illustrate their use. One of the "best
these is found in Les ^to ce s
.
—
*
—t —^ - -'1
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Another such example, though shorter, is found in the
Concertino
•
21
3
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Stravlnsliy uses polytonality and some definite atonality
in the works written in his middle period. One good example
of this style is the series of four songs, for soprano
accompanied by three clarinets, titled Berceases du Chat .
Here straviusiy again uses parallel perfect fourths in the
accompaniment of the third song.
)• h«
h.f^
— 4i
f
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11.
Sevenths
A still more dissonant device used in the field of parallel
motion is the use of sevenths, usually m^nfir, in sequence.
As in the case with the fourths, fifths, and chord blocks,
they move either "by step-wise progression or "by sMp.
One of the test examples of parallel minor sevenths is
found in Hindemith's Cello Concerto, which has already fur-
nished ma:^. example s^j3f th^ other devices discussed.
i
One of Elhdemith^s Lieder, Traum , gives an example of
seventh chords moving "by skip, in first inversion, and also
of open sevenths moving ty skip.
3tE m
Another of the Lieder, Durch die abendliohen GUrten , con-
tains a passage of m6ving sixteenth notes, a minor seventh
apart.
In the Marienleten are similar examples of sevenths in
Maria Verkiindigung and in Vom To de ]>iaria ( 5 ) . Thi s type of
sevenths implies lack of, or a changing key or tonal center.
(c
IZ.
— iv
1
There is in the Hindemith Cello Concerto a com"bination of
already shown.fo^^ths and 3ey;enths , similar to^ tho se
3
-iH^^
—
Prokofieff uses much the same techniq.ue in his Marche, one
^ces.
to.
M—
:
U
«
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—
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One example which could haye "been included with the section
on moving chord "blocks, since the notes of the chords are
fourths apart, also illustrates the device of sevenths, since
the outer voices are a seventh apart. In reverse manner, some
of those illustrations used for moving chord "blocks could
also Tdc applied to the section here dealing with consecutive
sevenths. This example is taken from Scriabine's Masque
.
S'^vinsiy, as would "be expected, also makes use of this
device in his music. One example illustrates consecutive
sevenths which are alternating major and minor, outlining
the tonality. This is in the Berceuses du Ghat songs.
(
IS.
Another instance of sevenths in Stravinsky's music, less
o"bvious, is in the outer voices of this example from the
.
^ ^ '. . •;r 7 ^Conceijtino, . » •
3 t -A ^
V—
*
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Very similar to the device of sevenths, and eq.u-ally dis-
sonant is that of consecutive ninths. Possibly the best
and clearest example of this device is found in one of
^ne chief char-
acteristics of the Impressionistic school. They v/ere not
invented "by the Impressionists, hut were developed to a
great degree by them. They may be used "as a stream of
harmonic color against one or more free parts, or against
1
another harmonically colored stream", with eq.iLally effective
results.
1 Modem Harmony - Eull
cc
X4,
One additional example of seTenths, containing in the
series several major and a few minor sevenths, in contrast
with the more general practice of using minor sevenths
entirely, is found in Stravinsky's Marche Chinoise , from
Le Chant du Rossignol . There are two such examples, demon-
strating these sevenths in two different ways. They illus-
trate moving "by sldp and "by scale passage, and a combina-
tion of the two.
Diese examples sum up the illustrations used here to
demonstrate the most common usages of the device of parallel
motion, used so often in twentieth century music^
r
ADDED NOTES and REIBTITION
The term "added notes" may apply to any one of several
schemes of musical writing. The so-called "escaped chords"
may "be called added notes. They are unprepared and unresolved
notes, not necessarily chords in themselves, as the najae
implies, "but merely non-harmonic additions to the normal
harmony. It has "been said that they are allowed to "evaporate,"
since they merely add a certain type of color to the music,
and are not a part of any progression.
Another type of added note is found when a passing tone
of a non-harmonic nature is struck with a chord. Here the
effect is simply a dissonance, if one listens to the chord
as a separate whole in itself, while the dissonant effect
is somewhat softened if the listener can picJc out with his
ear the separate, moving melodic lines.
Another kind of chord which appears to con;jkain one or more
added notes, will, upon close inspection, be revealed to
have had those notes enharmonically altered. Therefore,
it may "be discovered that in an enharmonic form, these chords
are of a common-place and conservative nature, and sound
when played entirely consonant and agreeable to the listener.
A very simple and common type of added notes may "be merely
chromatic alterations of one or more notes in an ordinary
chord, not uncommon to the key. The composers of today make
use of all these aforementioned devices, and in addition use
added tones v/hich could not be classified in any of these
divisions, thereby adding cdlor and individuality to their music.
t5
<
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An example of "escaped", or non-harmonic tones, unprepared
and unresolved, is found in Hindemith^s Trompeten , one of
the Lieder.
b -9-
s where the added notesItore often, however, are found casei
are merely struck at the same time as orthodox chords, and
have no apparent systematic use. Two such examples are
found in Hindemith's Vom Tode ].:aria ( the second being
5— f 11
» t
•
bo
Ifeny instances of added tones are found in Stravinslcy ^
s
music. In his Marche Chinoise , from Le Chant du Rossignol ,
are several examples, one in the first chord, and one
later on which combines the devices of added notes and
parallel fifths.
t
i
m
4^

17.
An example from Stravinsky » s Firebird
, the Danse Infernale
,
contains a comlDination of one chromatically moving voice,
pedal tones, and a repeated bass figure.
1'
II
—
—
'
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—
'
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From one standpoint, a pedal point may "be considered as
a form of added note device. This example from the Finale
of the Firebird illustrates this point.
Often a group of consecutive scale tones are struck at the
same time, creating one of the most dissonant forms of
added notes. These tv/o examples, showing this device, are
taken from the Firebird and from the first of Scriabine^s
Deux loemes, Strange te . J_ ,
Q «
I
r
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Another pedal point, this time in an inner voice, and
therefore not as obvious, "but nevertheless acting as an
added note, is found in Scriabine^s piano piece, Pragilite .
In the works which first attracted the attention of the
musical world to a great degree, StravinsJ:y makes use of
many added notes to aid him in securing the startling,
"barbaric effects which are a part of his music of that
period. For Stravins]<y, "dissonance is emphasis." The works
of this period, Firebird , Petrouchka , and the Rite of
Spring especially, shov; the composer's attention focused
on rhythm - the prime requisite of ballet music, which
they are, with added tones playiiig a large part in the
musical constructions.
In the Danse Russe from letrouchka is a passage, used often,
which combines the use of added tones with the parallel motion
device already discussed. Hie parallel motion is found in
open fifths and sevenths, and the added tones consist of
Im
19
one tone in each chord, a scale step higher than the root
Two more examples from Petrouchka follow, one containing
a group of non-scale tones, in close position, played
together, while the other illustrates the process of adding
Not only in the works of his first important period of
com-DOsition, "but also in his second, polytonal and at times
atonal, period did Stravinsky use many added tones. The work
which perhaps contains the most of all of v;hat may be called
real atonality is the unusual L^Eistoire du Soldat . One of
the following examples from this work shows the added note
as a pedal point in an inner voice, as has "been demonstrated
"before. The second example shows a combination of two notes
Used as a pedal point, and a chromatic alteration of one
tone in the chord, with a very obscure relationship between

20.
Still another example from L^Histoire du Soldat , also in
the Devil »s Dance, illustrates how three separate voice
parts, combined, can form chords containing so-called added
notes. In this particular example there is also illustrated
the device of repetition, in the "bass figure, which is to
"be taken KLip
This same technique of comlDining separate voice parts is
found in Stravinslcy ' s Jeu de Cartes in several places, two
of which are shown here.n n e ^ •—
k
" vO a^^^^^
»
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Again Stravinsky uses the same device in Les Uoces , and
the con"bination of notes in this measure is repeated over
and over throughout the work. The second example following
is a seemingly unrelated sequence of two chords, which also
is repeated consistently through^the work.
10 y 1
Direct repetition is found in the conti^ed striking of the
following chord, v/hich results from the addition of seconds,
both major and minor, above and below the basic C.
ti.
21.
This is also taken from. Les Noces . The second example here
illustrates not only the com"bining of different voice parts
to result in added notes, but also the chromatic alteration
of several of the notes, the result "being that in several
instances a note is struck with its octave, with one note
a natural and the other a sharp. This one as well is taken
from Les IToces.
In the Berceuses du Chat , Stavinsky uses added notes in
"clusters", that is, the three parts in the accompaniment,
three clarinets, sometimes play simultaneously notes all
within the range of a third apart. The following illustrates
this.
In Stravinsl^'s Capri ccio for piano and orchestra, there
are several instances of the use of a conventional chord,
with one or two extra notes which "belong in the tonality but
not in that particular chord. Because in these instances
there are not more than the one or two notes, they are more
logically classified as added notes than as polyharmony.
Uiese two chords from the Capri ccio are illustrative.
I
!
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Two contrasting uses of added notes, taken from Scriabine^s
V
Poeme - IToctume and from his Danse languide follow. In the
first, there seems to "be merely a group of notes, v/ith no
basic tonality, while the second is an obvious dominant
seventh chord, v/ith one tone added. These pieces are works
^
3 Jfor the pianc*^ ^
}r*^ 1-
2
In Scriabine^s Guirlande
s
and also in his i'lamme s sombre
s
are instances of large sustained chords, v/hich, eiiharmonically
v/ritten, would be examples of polytonality. The sevenths in
the left hand merely suggest a chord, v;hile the and the
Cr^f respectively, in the right hand chords, if changed to
A* and would result in a normal triad in second inver-
sion. Thus, depending on the view taken of them, they may
be considered as either added notes or as an example of
polytonality.
fr
(
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The Russian composer, Prolcofieff , uses also the type of
added note v/hich is difficult to classify. There is very
little apparent relationship "between the different notes in
the chords. Two such chords as this are found in his Marche ,
a piece for pia^
.
I
s ±2
The comlDination of two seventh chords, with the notes one
tone apart, forming tone clusters, and giving a most disson-
ant effect, is found in this measure taken from Prokofieff ^s
"ballet, L ^Enfant Prodigue .

24.
Repetition
One of the methods "by which Stravinsl^y gained, the new and
"barbaric effects so characteristic of his music was "by placing
so much emphasis on rhythm, unusual and irregular. And one
way of emphasizing rhythm is through the device of repetition.
The following example has already "been used to illustrate
added notes, "but it also shows the way Stravins3gr gains his
effects, "both through the repetition and through the irreg-
ular accents. V/hen played "by his eq.ually unusual combination
of instruments, this passage is most startling and out of the
ordinary, as compared with the work of previous composers.
The example is taken from Le Sacre du Printemps .
4' k i' i'
Die re is another passage in the same work which shows the
effect of the combination of three sets of repeated figures,
played over
5
d over for sixteen measures.
In L'Eistoire du Soldat
.
the following measure-long figure
is repeated many times throughout the piece in the violin
part. This contrasts with the previous examples in that,
where they consisted of the repeating of single notes or
chords, this one consists of the repetition of a v/hole mel-
odic figure.
t
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Another instance where Stravinsi^y repeats a whole measure
several times, this time as a tass figare, is in Le Rossig-
npl. This example is characteristic of maioy such places
throughout his works.
jiXc.
Whereas the previous example was "built upon the outlines
of one chord, the following passage from Jeu de Cartes con-
sists merely of a third, followed hy the chromatic altera-
One of the simplest forms of rei)^tition is found in this
short figure taken from the Danse des Adolescents, in the
Rite of Spring .
1 ^ ; 1
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From the works of the other composers taken up here are
many examples of rejdition, though perhaps, in any one of
them, not to the great extent of those in Stravinsky's
music. In one of Hindemith's Lieder is found this rep4,tition
of ninths,
In one of Prokofieff 's piano pieces, called Prelude is the
following figure, which i& nepea-^ed over and over in the
left hand.
iI
t
Polyharmony - Polytonality
Polyharmony and polytonality, although closely related,
may be distinctly defined. Both styles involve the combina-
tion of tvvo or more differing hannonic streams. In poly-
harmony, the notes may all be fitted into or closely related
to one tonality. On the other hand, polytonality involves
the combination of tv/o or more separate tonalities, withja
resulting greater dissonance than is usually found in polyhar-
mony, Polytonality has been defined as something which "refers
to certain features of contemporary experiment in which more
than one tonality is involved in a single harmonic structure,"*
Examples of polytonality may perhaps be more easily found
than those of polyharmony, for several reasons. They are
more obvious to the eye, due .to the sharper differences in
the chords - in notes and in accidentals. And for another
reason, since the notes in polyharmony are all contained in
the same tonality, there is often a choice between calling
an example by that name, and including all the notes in one
all-inclusive chord name.
At times it is difficult to state definitely that a certain
tonality is implied, if, for instance, there are only two
notes by which to judge, but in general, the movement of the
voice parts indicates fairly clearly the tonality implied.
At other times, the toiiality is constantly changing, in one
part or in both parts, so that it is difficult to define.
In general, these devices are most interesting to present-
day composers, and are used by them to a great extent,
* Grove Dictionary
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An example which has already been used for aii illustration
of moving chord blocks is also an example of polyharmony. Here
the upper parts are obviously in the key of C major, while
the lower parts, in spite of the dominant sevenths played
chromatically, always return to a chord in the same key of
,
without ever establishi
Another example from the same work is a definite and clear
instance of polytonali ty . The tonalities of C major and
major are combined here, in the l^st measures of this move-
ment,. 'C'
A similar example of the combination of the same two keys
is also found in letro uchka , in the theme of the character
of that name in the ballet. Here the treatment is a little
different, in that the tonalities are outlined by two moving
'ather thajiJ^^__5hord s.
—*—
^
"
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Another example from the music of Stravinsl^, about which
there may be no doubt, is this measure of polytonali ty, taken
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from the amusing impression of a card game, Jeu de Cartes *
Here is the com"bination of a dominant seventh chord in the
key of C major with the outlines of a tonic sii-four chord
in the key o^^
From Les Noces , there follows a passage in which, not only
are the two hands implying different tonalities, "but from
chord to chord, each hand is also constantly changing ton-
ality. This effect is accomplished "by the use of eq.ually
"built moving chord tlocks, each chord being a triad in sec-
ond inversion, IQius the passage illustrates "both polytonality
and moving chord blocks, discussed in the first chapter.m
—r
Still another example f3^om pe tro uchka contains the same
combination of keys, C major and F'^major, but treated in a
little different way. V/hile one hand repeats the tonic
chord, the other alternately plays a leading tone seventh
chord, followed by its tonic resolution, in the key of C.
t
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An example which, is closer to polyharmony than the preceed-
ing, and yet is still polytonality , is seen in the Stravinsky
Concertino. The key of C is implied in the left hand, strong-
ly, while the right hand could "be called in the key of G,
On the other hand, while all the chords are contained in the
key of G major, the example may very logically he temed one
of polyharmony.
Turning to the works of Prokofieff , we find two contrasting
examples - one which is very strong polytonality, and the
other which more likely should be called polyharmony.
The first is found in his piano piece called Sarcasme , which
is written with ohe hand in major, and the other hand in
F^minor, .This is polytonality in its most obvious form.
V-
Prokofieff »8 "Five Melodies for Voice and Piano", may be
analyzed as being, although written in five sharps, the key
of C^minor. It may be called the melodic form of the minor,
to account for the i^, and although all the notes do not fit
into the orthodox chords of that tonality, C^, still there
is no g.U-estion of there being more than one tonality.

Besides "being called polyharmony , the ma^ "be considered^'
as an added note to a tonic seventh chord in c* minor.
t
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The works of Hindenith contain many and varied examples
of polytonality , and some of polyharmony, ranging from the
most odious types to those less easily discovered.
Two chords in the Cello Concerto, upon close inspection,
are revealed to "be examples of polyharmony. V/hile the upper
voices form an augmented six-five chord, in root position,
the lower notes are those of a triad in first inversion,
"built upon the third degree of the scale. Thus "the exajjiples
arejcouni to be, respectively, in the keys of D minor and
C minor.
—
^
......
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In the collections of songs entitled Lieder and Marienleben
there are illustrated many of the different types of poly-
tonal devices used by Hindemith. In the first group is foimd
an example similar to the ones in Stravinsiky Petrouchka
where the keys of C major and major were combined. The
treatment here is a little different from the three found
in Petrouchka, consisting merely of a succession of chords,
alternating the two keys between the two hands. One of the
chords is a dominant seventh, built on F^, implying the key
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rather of B major, again^i^C major.^ ^
t i t \ W W
Also in the Lieder, in the section called Traum , is an
example which demonstrates not only polytonality , but also
the devices of moving chord blocks and moving sevenths al-
ready discussed. Here an implied key of B major is combined
with a dominant seventh of E*' major, as well as the dominant
seventh in the key of G- majorj
3?:
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In the same work is a more dissonant passage which combines
two keys only a half step apart. Their tonic chords are out-
lined, and are made all the more dissonant since the thirds
are omitted, the chords being built in octaves and fifths*±L
i
In another of the same group of Lieder, Die trunkene Tan-
zerin, is an example similar to the first one taken from
Traum in the lower voices, while the treatment of the upper
voices is different. Qhe upper notes for the most part imply
the key of A major, while the lower notes imply B*^ major.
This is another instance of two keys only a half step apart.
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The first example from the Marienleben , from Maria Verldin '
dialing, may be said to fall in the same category, that of
the combination of two keys only a minor second step apart,
if the two keys used here are judged to be B major and C
major. Since there are only two voices in each key, the
tonalitiea are rather indefinitely implied.m 2
3
Again from the same work is an example v/hich seems to
combine the keys of F major and minor, a similar device
to the previous one
,,
bu-f; tijeat|ed ^ little differently.I ,, ut u e a
Another example in which the tonalities are but vaguely
outlined is found in the Maria Eeimsuchung
, from the same
group. Here, by means of two notes, a fourth apart, each
key is suggested - major in the upper parts and C major
in the lower voices,
A tea I
tiin I »

In another one of the IJarienlelDen group, Stillun^ Maria ,
is a simple passage which again rather indefinitely out-
lines two keys. This time the two upper Yoices suggest G-
major, and the two lower voices imply E major.
i
In the first of the three 'songs entitled Yom Tode Maria
are several passages the same as or very similar to the
following example. Here is what may "be called almost aton-
ali1y, so constantly changing would "be the tonality. Here
again there are only two voices 4n each clef, "but taken
as they progress, or as they sound together, they suggest
widely differing keys, and almost a lack of any tonality.i
-111 llT^t I*ri
In the third of these songs from the Marienleben cycle
is a passage which seems to "be most logically analyzed as
polyharmony, V/ith a few chromatic alterations, it may be
said to "be mostly in the key of major. On the other hand,
the final chord in the song, which follows the other example
here, is very similar to the chords in the example, and at
the same time implies both the keys of major and C major
at the end of the work. This is an instance which is closely
linked to both polyharmony and to polytonality, and well may
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G-eTjurt Christi , there is a still different treatment of
two keys together, each one outlined by only two voices.
Here the lower voices outline the tonic triad in C major,
while the upper voices outline in the one short passage
fche tonic triads of both E major and E minor.
—
—
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In the song East auf der Flucht
.
from the same group, is
a passage similar to the one from the Vom Tode Maria , in
which there was a constantly changing tonality. Here the
voices move in major thirds, and here again, there might al-
most be said to be atonali-tar.
*>>
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In the last song of this group, in its last chord, is a
group of notes which fall into the categories both of poly-
tonality and of added notes. Four separate groups of notes,
implying four different keys, are present, and any three
could be considered as added tones to the fourth. However,
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this is a clear example of polytonality. It is from Yor der
Passion.
SI
I
Atonality and the Twelve-Tone Scale
Atonalily has been defined both as the "absence of the rel-
ationship of all the tones and chords to a central keynote",-^
and as "a term applied to music in a state of constant mod-
ulation over the chromatic, or twelve- tone scale, this scale
representing a fusion of all tonalities."^
This is a style v/hich is tremendously difficult to achieve,
and much of the music vn?itten in this vein has resulted in
polytonality rather than atonality. The generally accepted
view is that atonality is the result and product of Arnold
Schonberg^s v/orks and study in the field of theory, and of
his desire to express himself in his "mechanistic, intellec-
tualized, non-Romantic style". However, his theories are a
product of previous methods of composition, not a negation
of them.
Schonberg considers, not that there is no key center or
tonality to his music, but that there are rather twelve in-
dependent key centers, establishing thus new relationships of
tones and chords, and removing what he thought to be a lim-
iting process. In attempting to substitute a new and basic
foundation for the establishment of his new system of com-
position, he created the atonal style, a new color in melody,
in harmony, structure and rhythm.
The fundamental principles of Schonberg »s style are being
and have been carried on by some of his pupils, and they have
had an enormous influence on modem composers. Some of these
pupils are Alban Berg, Anton Y/ebem, Egon V/ellesz, and Smst
1 International Cyclopedia g Macmillan Encyclopedia
Thompson jh^, \i±er Ed.
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Krenek, v;ho has adopted the technique and suited it to his
ovm purposes, in a little different way from the others.
Eowever, only the works of SchonlDerg will "be considered here.
Schonberg's use of the t^velve-tone scale in his atonal
compositions may "be first explained "by defining the differ-
ence tetv/een the twelve- tone scale and the chromatic scale.
While they contain the same tones, the chromatic scale has
seven tones of primary importance and the other five of sec-
ondary importance. On the other hand, in the tv/elve-tone scale
all notes are of equal importance. The whole- tone scale of
Debussy and the "mystic chord" of Scriabine are forerimners
of this scale. Two whole- tone scales combined, one starting
on C and the other on C^, form a twelve-tone scale, and the
so-called "mystic chord", with one chromatic alteration, the
changing of A to A^, if placed in step-wise progression be-
comes a v.'hole-tone scale.
In his next period Schonberg diverted his attention somewhat
from pure atonality to his new system of musical expression,
in which a melodic line is built, each of the tv/elve notes
appearing once. He worked out combinations of these tones,
called "Reihen", or "series." These combinations could be varied
by inversion, elongation, contraction, retaining the rhythmic
pattern and. changing the intervals and vice versa, by the inter-
polation of notes, the elision of notes, and by the device of
repeating the motive backv^ards. These combinations are arbi-
trary and completely mechanical in their construction,
but are the goal at which Schonberg aimed in
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the establishment of his new musical style.
Adolph Weiss, a student of Schonberg, say©of the system,
"Its possibilities are unlimited, first because the choice
of the series( which takes the place of the key, scale, or
tonality) is arbitrary; second, because chordal construction
is not restricted to building up by thirds, fourths, fifths,
etc.; and, third, because the greatest 'freedom' in coordin-
ation is left to the taste and discretion of the composer."!
Although there is little doubt that Schonberg is a great
man, it is thought by some that his greatness lies in his
"inciuiring mind", rather than in the music which has result-
ed. The main reason for this belief is the fact that there
is so much ot his music Vihich cannot be understood and apprec-
iated by the average musical ear. There is a world of meaning
in Schonberg »s music, of which there is no clue to the aver-
age listener. It seems to be little more than "paper music",
with unintelligible intricacies and dissonances, on a purely
intellectual basis. For this reason there often seems to be
no meaning - merely a huge mathematical construction, too
complicated to be understood.
The composer, even in his explanations of his music, never
really clarifies the situation, saying that the "reality or
meaning of music has nothing to do with its sentiments, its
expression, its sonority, its performance or atmosphere: the
one thin,s: that matters i* the proportion between the sounds -
2
something one feels rather than understands."
1 International Cyclopedia 2 lIcKinney & Anderson
- iuusic in History
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Although in his earliest works, Schonber^ employed a
romantic style of writing, he gradually developed, as his
new theories progressed, a more and more atonal style of
music. One example of a laak: of any definite key scheme is
found in the song entitled Eerzgewachse , based on a text by
Maurice Maeterlinck, and written originally for soprano.
accompanied by celeste, harmonium, and harp.m X
)^ 1
Two more examples, in which there seem to be merely separ-
ately moving voice parts, with no relationship to each other,
are found in the Suite fur Klavier , The first is in the move-
ment entitled Praeludium,
The second example taken from the Suite fur Klavier is from
the Gavotte , and is constructed in a manner much similar to
the preceeding example.
From the piano work entitled Funf Klavierstucke the two
most striking examples of atonality are found in those num-
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"bers one and four. In numter one is the comtination of three
separate voice lines.
s4^
In mimber four is a passage even more difficult to analyze,
seeming to have notes and emlDellishments merely struck at
random
In the Vier Lieder Fiir Gesang imd Orchester are found
examples of purely atonal writing. In the first of the four
is a passage which contains a combination of a moving voice
part and intermittent chords. There seems to "be no logical
analysis o::^ reiati^ship between th(
^^^^^
e notes and^the chords.
In the i'ocondi of this group is an ato^nal figure, which
contains moving thirds, "but still establishes no definite
tonalities. Hie first is entitled Seraphi te and the iecDod,
Alle We1Che dlch sX? M L,
3liZ
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In Schl^nberg * s work for an ensemble of wood-winds and
strings, entitled Serenade , he uses the ultimate in his
atonal style. Folio v/ing are two examples from this work.
Ihe first illustrates the combination of separately moving
parts, while the second illustrates the use of chords in
the atona^ style.
J.
The second eisimple is the last two measures of the Sere^
nade
.
In the work titled Die gluckliche Hand , a "Drama mit Mus-
ik" , there are constantly repeated figures, and much use of
moTing chord "blocks, aside from the continued use of atonal-
ity. Ihe last three measures illustrate the combination of
several moving parts over a figure used almost as a pedal,
the whole combination illustrating ani atoiiflrlstarler^
» -
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Atonality in a little different style is found in the work
for piano , thus called Klavterstuck
.
Opus 2Sa, of Schonberg.
Here the lack of tonality is expressed, not in moving voice
parts, "but in a series of chords, each one of which might "be
analyzed in a different way, and which have very little if
any relationship to each other and in secLuence. There cer-
tainly is no definite tonality impliedj
Ia
4
In the orchestral part of the Concerto for Yjol^in n-nri Orch-
estra , there are passages which defy analysis as relating to
any definite key. At no place in the following example may
there be said to be an established tonality. The notes of the
chords seem to be totally unrelated to one another, and to
the notes in the preceeding and following chords.
In the compositions resulting from and following his exper-
imental period, Schonberg makes full use of his system of
Tonreihe, which has already been discussed here. With this
device of the arrangement in a purely arbitrary order of the
twelve notes in the chromatic scale, Schonberg reached the
goal in his intellectual, "expressionistic" , non-Romantic
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music. There are several compositions based on this device,
the four orchestral pieces, Opus 2,2, the five piano pieces.
Opus 23, and the Serenade, Opus 24, and other instances of
the use of one twelve-tone figure. There are passages in
many of Schonberg^s works which contain traces of this dev-
ice - that is, a figure which does not contain all twelve
notes, or contains repetitions. These are the beginnings and
development of the style that culminated in the above-mention-
ed vrarks.
In the Concerto for Violin and Orchestra there are several
different "reihe" , or combinations of the twelvn tones. Near
the beginning, in the violin part, is found the following
pattern of the twelve tones.
r^ • ^=-'^—' H 1
Another oomtinatlon of the tv;elT* tones, entirely different
In toth arrangement and rhythm, is also a part of the first
movement of the.Tiolin Concerto^ in the violin part.
±
In the Finale of the same Violin Concerto is a still diff*
erent figure, which is played once and then repeated in a
higher octave. This figure resembles the first one in the
order of the notes, but is changed in the rhythm.
,1 I I
('(
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In the fifth of Schonberg^s Funf Klavierstucke , entitled
Walzer, there is found another arrangement of his twelve-
tone series. This one contains large and awkward intervals,
and is arranged in a very irregular rhythm, as compared with
These examples represent, to a small degree, the works and
aims of the composer Sehonberg. Although there are and have
been others who imitate or adapt his style, he is the out-
standing exponent of this atonal style of composition.
In regard to the other composers taken up here, it may be
said that Hindemith scorns the atonal style as something too
mechanical and mathematical, although he uses the chromatic
scale in his own vrarks. Irokofieff and Scriabine, while using
many of the other twentieth century harmonic devices, always
maintain a definite tonality in their works. Stravinsky, al-
though it has been said that his middle-period style contains
atonality, uses, for the most part, polytonalily and polyhar-
mony. Althoagh his style is dissonant, and his orchestration
often barren and unpleasant to the ear, there is veiy little
in his music that could possibly be analyzed as atonalily,
Perhaps the greatest obstacle in the v/ay of an atonal com-
poser is the inability of the listening public to absorb so
many new and startling changes at one time. When the old
standards of key, harmony, rhythm, melody and form are all
It
5
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abandoned at once, it is impossible for the average listener
to either understand or enjoy the resulting composition.
On the other hand, the composers themselves are unable to
make use of all the methods and elements nev/ly opened to
them, and thus, in the face of all these inabilities, the
old medium of expression or communication between the artist
and his public is almost completely disintegrated. Therefore
it must be admitted that the new musical developments mean
almost nothing to the great percentage of the public who
consider themselves to be music lovers. There is no appeal
to the mind or to the emotions.

Chord Building in Fourths
Here again, as in the subject of atonality, one of the
greatest names is that of x^moldi Schonterg, And in dealing
with the device of chord "building in fourths, the names of
the other composers discussed here will also "be included,
especially that of Scriabine , with his "Liystic Chord."
The "building of chords in fourths is "by no means a twen-
tieth century discovery, as the first use of this device was
in the early days of Organum, with the first attempts at
com"bining voices. Although this style was later given up
for the use of more consonant intervals, the modem chord
"building in fourths is in reality a reversion to this early
style.
The size and range of a chord built in fourths varies from
one containing but two notes to one containing as many as
eight or more notes. Ihe composers of today use perhaps most
of all the chord containing three notes, seeming to find it
most suitable to their use and slyle. Many different resolute
tions and progressions of these chords may be found, and many
different analyses of them may be made, but for these illus-
trations they will be merely pointed out and their settings
somewhat described.
These chords have added much color and interest to modem
music, and have been called " a valuable aid to present-day
composition where a certain amount of vagueness is desirable."
They create an indefiniteness as to tonalily, unless combined
with an established key, that is characteristic of the present-
1t
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day idiom.
Schonberg "believes that the system of constructing chords
"by thirds is inadeq.uate, and that the process of "building in
fourths complements the old system. He says himself: "The
method of "building up chords in fourths is identical with
that of fifths and possi"bly appeals as strongly to the mus-
ical ear; it is certainly capable of conducting unifonaly
all manner of chords with greater surely than by the system
of thirds.'^ A combination of constructions, for example a
chord containing both fourths and thirds, is found to be
still more effective and interesting to the composition,
and these combinations are also often used.
Although most of the combinations of this kind could be
explained along the old lines as unresolved appoggiaturas,
passing-notes, and elevenths and thirteenths, their incresed
A
and continued use has necessitated their classification in
a group by themselves, and it is in this way that they are
studied.
One example, this one from the works of Hindemith, is found
in his Kammermusik IIo. 1 . In this instance, the two chords
which are struck simultaneously are built separately in
fourths - in other v/ords, there are here two three-note chords
rather than one six-note chord.
1 New Earmonic Devices - I.liller
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In Eindemi th ' s Concerto for Cello and OrcJiestra is. an ex-
ample which, has already "been used to illustrate moving chord
blocks. Here are chords consisting of tv/o perfect fourths,
constructed one upon the other, and moving by half-step.
This is a very simple type of chord building in fourths.
With the adiTritlon or'another fi if ' o ui^ 'Llt' between the upper and
lower voices, these could be called five-note chords.
In the Lieder of Eindemith are several more examples of
chord building in fourths. Two which also illustrate the
device of moving chord blocks are found in the songs en-
titled Wie Sankt Franciscus and Trompeten. Here again are
always perfect fourths, but this time moving in a combina-
tion of whole and half steps, V/hen constructed in this way,
the chords, in their progression, seem to indicate a more
definite tonality, outlining more or less of a scale passage.
TgnH V U
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Still from the works of Eindemith, there is a similar ex-
ample from the Sonata Eo . 3 for organ. This one again is made
up of th^ same type of chords, in perfect fourths, and again
moving in a combination of whole and half steps. In this
particular example, however, there seems to be an indefinite
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tonalily.
Turning to another composer, there follows an example of
a little different type, taken from the piano piece of
Scriabine entitled I^asgue . Here the fourths consist of
a perfect fourth atove an augmented fourth, and the two
chords in the series are separated "by an augmented second.
.PI'
i -ok m
In the piano piece titled Po eme-Ko c turne , "by the same com-
poser, there is a chord which is repeated many times, and
is often "built on different bass notes, but has the same
interval constructions. This appears often throughout the
composition. The tv;o sets of augmented fourth intervals
in the left hand part are a half step, or a minor ninth,
apart.
In the sane piece is a similar construction, this time
found in the upper voices, with the fourths, still aiigmented,
an octave ffpart,
* V/ith two ehhaiTnonic changes, C and B, this may be called
a variation of the "mystic chord", with an added B^.
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This may also "be called a variation of the "mystic chord."
Also in the same composition, there is an example of a chord
made up of a perfect and a diminished fourth, v/hich, viewed
enharmonically , Tjeoomee a triad in second inversion. This
chord is set over sin only distantly related left hand part.
^
•
I
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Turning "back to the works of Hindemith, the Marienleben
,
there are at least two different examples to be found in the
songs of the cycle. In the song titled Geburt Maria is a
passage where a four-note chord built in perfect fourths
acts as a sort of pedal point for moving upper parts, and
a sustained voice part.
In another song in the same cycle, Maria Heimsuchung, is
an example which has already been used for illustrating poly-
tonality. Here is outlined a five-note chord built in fourths,
with the middle tone omitted.la i
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Turning tc the works of Ainold ochonlDerg, v/e find many di.TTf-
erent types of chord "building in fourths. Several are to be
found in the Concerto for Violin and Orchestra. In the first,
there is a three-note chord, followed "by a four-note chord,
the latter having one tone omitted. In both chords there is
both an augmented andf a^^perfect^ fpuj^th. ^'
I
In the second example from the Violin Concerto are tv/o sep
arate sets of two -note chords. These examples are found in
the accoi
The next short example illustrates a sequence of two -note
chords, conta^Blng bo th perfect and augmented fourths.
I. ^nri III.
Pollov/ing is an example containing a series of three notes
chords, built on a perfect fourth and an augmented fourth,
from the same wc

52.
The nexljexample from the same work illustrates how the com-
bination of several moving voice parts can form chords boilt
in fourths. Here the chords are not only struck at the same
time, "but in one place | is o 7 "fe^^oTfiiis^ass part.
5
A combination of two- and three-note chords is found in the
following measure, with one exception augmented fourths.
3t m
T,—
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—
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The last example from the Violin Concerto contains two
chords alternately, one a two -note chord and the other a three
note chord.
Still from the works of Arnold Schonberg, this time from
the first of the Zwei Balladen
,
Jane &rey
, follows an illus-
tration of chord building with perfect and augmented fourths
combined.
J,^. >1*- 1' ^*
i
1
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Taming to the works of Scriabine, in the Poeme de I'Extase
are several examples of chord building in fourths. Here they
are often not obvious, but are closely concealed, lihe first
example is built on a pedal point on D, with an augmented
fourth and a diminished fourth.
1
This work is thought to be the dividing line between Scria-
bine *s second and third periods of composition. V»hile in his
first period he wrote piano pieces after the style of Chopin,
and in his second period he wrote orchestral works modeled
after V.'agner, here in the third period he iiegan to compose
his original works, experimenting with new chord formations,
the most well-known of which is his famous "l^ystic Chord."
This chord is supposed to be the basis of all the third per-
iod works. Starting, for example, on C, the chord would in-
clude the notes C, F^, b"^, E, A, D, and G.
Bie second example from the loeme de I'Extase consists of
two sets of fourths, both augmented, with a perfect fourth
added to the upper one. There are other parts moving at the
same time, this example being taken from the sedond piano
part of the reduction for two pianos from the orchestral score
by Leon Conus. Eov/ever, they are not strongly related, and
have no part in this chord building ifi fourths.
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Arranged f th.i^S'''fxample could be con-
sidered as illustrating a variation of tJie "mystic chord,"
The last example from this work contains a combination of
several different types of "building or outlining chords in
fourths. The upper part contains not only a series of aug-
mented fourths proceeding by half step, but also a chord,
like which there are many in this work, which implies a four-
note chord, but from which one of the four notes is missing.
In the lower voices, besides the series of augmented fourths
found in the upper voices, there is sm outlining of fourths
in the moving parts throughout the measure. Here again there
is an instance of on^ note, in the imijlied chfod-lxein^ missing.
^ ^ -^/P t^]-;- jy^ _ ^ _
Turning to the work Promethee, Le Poeme du Feu , v/e find
several more obvious examples of this type of chord building.
The work opens with a long tremolo involving the notes of the
mystic chord, this time built on A, and including D*, G-, C*,
F^, and 2.
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Die next example from this work is also "built cle^ly on
the same mystic chord. In the two measure phrase the notes
of this chord are struck hoth in chord form and individually
a s^rt of sequence. ^
m
(4=
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Illie following one-chord example shows the continued use of
the mystic chord, this time built on D.
The next example shov/s a slightly different type of chord
"building in fourths. Here the chords are repeated and moved
"by a half step, and do not follow exactly the pattern of the
mystic chord. The four chord figure is repeated several times
in the few measures at this instance in the composition, ag-
ainst what could "be called a pedal figure in the left hand
part.

56.
Still a different use or treatment of this device is that
in the next example, which resembles the style of the other
composers taken up here more than the previous illustrations
from the works of Scriabine, Eere is^ series of three -note
chords, "built in perfect fourths, descending ty skip, and
The mystic chord is used once more, this time in a sustain-
ed position at the end of a short phrase. Here it is tuilt
A figure which is often repeated throughout this Promethee
is the one following, which outlines chords in fourths. Here
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The last illustration from this work contains a series of
i
incomplete chords built in fourths. They are implied five-
note chords since the lower note of the upper voices adds
another fourth to the left hand chord. The left hand notes
of these chords, as they are here played, might "be said to
Imi
In Scria"bine»s Fifth Sonata for Piano are several instan-
ces of the use of a chord containing an augmented, a dimin-
ished, and another augmented fourth. These are the first four
tones of the mystic chord, and the basis note this time is
E. There are several similar constructions throughout the
Sonata, built on thi^ o i^^therbas s notes.
In the Sonata No. 8 for piano, by the same composer, is an
instance of a progression of two-note fourths, which in this
case outlines one tonality, rather than being a form of the
mystic chord or a similar construction to one already mention-
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In the Sonata 17o. 9 from the same group of sonatas is an
example where all the notes in the two measures included are
"built aroung^H:he chord struc tur^-iOLn fourths^
From the same Sonata comes another short example, contain-
ing six of the implied seven notes in this chord of perfect
1
.
and augmented fourthg^^
Bie last example from this group is from the Sonata IJo. 10,
and contains, with a slight variation, three measures with
equally constructed chords built in fourths, five-note chords
with the middle tone missing. The chords move down a minor
third from measure to measure. There are other similar pass-
ages in later pagesof thla^onata, r
—
p-^,^
Leaving the works of Scria'bine, we turn again to the com-
positions of Schonberg, Although in his earlier works there
is great use made of progressions of thirds and sixths, yet
as the compositions mature toward his set goal, there is more
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and more use made of chord "building in fourths. In his set
of twenty-one songs entitled Pierrot Lunaire , which was a
part of the transitional music into the new idiom, Schonherg
uses several different ways of building chords in fourths.
First oi all, in the song Ho, 1, Monde strunJcen , is a chord
built in this v/ay, used as a sort of pedal point, continuing
through several measures.
In ITo. 3 of this group, Der Dandy , there are at least two
uses of this device, shown hece^-
."J"*
i
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Die last measure of No. 9, Gehet an Pierrot , shows the use
1of a chord in fourth^ as^he , fiji^al chord of a composition.
m
The last two examples from the Pierrot Lunaire are taken
from Hos. 11 and 15, Rote i^esse and Heimweh respectively.
The second in particular resembles closely, omitting the low-
est note, the mystic chord of Scriabine.
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In the first of tlie Yler Lieder fur G-esang und Orchester ,
Seraphita , are tvra passages written for tromlaones, contain-
ing three parts ,_a__fou£th apart.
r/|Sf m 1
The last of the 6 Kleine Klavierstucke , short one-page
pieces, is "built arojami^ th^.--jap:gw±ttg>^trueture of fourths.
In the llenuett movement of Schbnberg^s Suite fiir Klavier
is a tv/o-measure passage which contains, in the left hand
part, an ascending voice line of an augmented fourth followed
ty a perfect fourth, and in the next measure the same pattern
descending.
^0
T
In the Klavierstuck
.
Opus 25a, is a similar passage, in
which the right hand ascends by fourths while the left hand
descends "by perfect fifths.
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The last example of this device, also from the same Klavier-
stiick , shows the comlDination of chords built in fourths with
chords "built in thirds which, as has been stated, is used so
effectively by twentieth century comjoosers,
VI

Linear Counterpoint
In the type of contrapuntal writing thus descrited, it is
the melodic lines which determine the form and content of
the piece. On the other hand, the melodies are not so impor-
tant when-^;the piece is constructed mainly on chords and their
connections. Between these two extremes of linear and chordal
writing are many varied and modified combinations of the two.
The main difference is not in the external appearance of the
music, "but in the idea "behind the writing. While in chordal
writing the composer breaks his chords up into moving voices,
in the linear style of composition the chords are merely the
product of the combinations of the moving melodic lines. In
a style containing truly contrapuntal writing, every tone
of one chord moves to a tone of the next chord, v/hile in such
as a keyboard style it is more likely to be chords, in part
or in whole, which are moved.
However freely the voices may be made to move, nevertheless,
to maJce the music intelligible and at all enjoyable to the
listener, there must be some thou^t given to the harmonic
aspect of the composition. Thus all the melodic steps and
constructions are of greatest importance.
The examples which follow will be an attempt to show how
the composers of the twentieth century have made use of this
linear style of writing, and to differentiate thereby betv/een
the linear and the chordal styles and their combinations and
variations. One of the most prominent men in the field of
linear writing is Paul Hindemith.
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Taking for the first example a passage from the works of
Hindemith, v/e find an illustration where there are three
voices moving along in much the manner shown, for several
pages of the composition. It is taken from the song in the
Marienleten cycle entitled Die Darstellung Maria im Tempel ,
Eere the voices continually change, each moving in its own
pattem, without any particular relationship, one to another,
Ihis is found in the accomDaniment.
m
The next example combines two moving parts in the accom-
paniment with the voice part, e§.ch entirely independent of
the other two. This is from the same series - the Vor der
Hochzeit zu Liana.
Still from the same series is another example, this time
from the Vom Tode Maria (1). Here an ostinato bass figure
is combined vn.th two moving: uxi-oer Darts-
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From the second of the three songs titled Vom Jode Maria ,
in the second of the variations of which the song is made,
is taken the following example of linear counterpoint. Acc-
ompsiniment and voice move in three separate, independent
lines.
Turning to Hindemith^s Lleder , we find an entirely differ-
ent type of linear counterpoint. Here, instead of separately
moving voices, are found the parts arranged in chords, "but
still without interdependence. The chords are al«most imposs-
ible to analyze as such, and the voices may still be said
to be wri t te^n in l^ea^ p^^teyo
^^J*
i i I
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In Hindemith's work titled ICLaviermusik - Erster Teil ;
Ubung in drei Stucken is another example containing three
moving voice parts, a combination of one sustained part, one
in eighth notes and one in sixteenth notes.
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From the first of Hindemi th ' s Drei lei elite St*uc3ce , for
cello, comes a similar example, comlDiniiig a cello part based
on eighth notes with the two parts in the accompaniment, one
in sixteenth notes and one in q.uarter notes. Here there may
"be said to "be more of a definite relationship between the
bass part and the cello part than in previous examples, but
the three jarts are nevertheless^ndependei^tly^cons'^
m
In Sehonterg's Six Pieces for Hale Chorus are several In-
stances of writing in a linear counterpoint style, with per-
haps the most outstanding in the piece number £, Das Gesetg
.
Here there are very indefinite tonalities, as well as no
distlnguishahle relationship among the four voices. Hiis
style continues throughout the piece.
: r^^=V ^
V > a i ill
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In the works of Stravinsl^y are some examples of linear
counterpoint, although probably not as many as in the compos-
itions of such composers as Sch'onberg and Hindemith. The
first of those to be illustrated here is taken from the
piano reduction of the string quartet of Stravinslcy titled
Concertino. Here the upper part has a melody, against which
each of the other three parts has its own melodic part, con-
In the third movement of the Senate pour Piano , also by
Stravinslqy, is a passage which conforms to the regulations
of the device of linear counterpoint writing, except for
the presence of a pedal point in one part. However, when
the pedal point ceases, the other two voices carry on in a
definite style of linear counterpoint for several measures.
This is written in Stravin slky » s simpler, Keo-Classicistic
c
67
Still in the works of Stravinaky, in the second of the
songs called Berceuses du Chat. Interieur , the accompani-
ment is T/ritten in three lines of independent melody, played
by three clarinets. Added to this is the soprano solo, "bring-
ing in fourth independent melody.
'
^^i""
To conclude with a few examples from the compositions of
Hindemith, we find a typical construction in his style of
linear counterpoint at the beginning of the Senate in D for
violin and^iano.
In Hindemith ^s Kanimermusik ITo. 4 , a violin concerto with
chamber orchestra accompaniment, J^athe following example.
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This pattern of writing continues thix)Ughout this movement.
In the next movement is a little different type of writing,
the parts moving together, rather than each one in a differ-
ent rhythm. Here there are three parts iijthe accompaniment,
added to the solo violin part, all over a pedal point on G,
which may "be logically analyzed as linear counterpoint.
In the second movement of the FamTnermusik l^o. 2 , a concerto
for cello and ten so lo -instruments , there is a linear s1yle
of writing in v/hich, against an accompaniment part of mostly
q.uarter notes, the cello has a running part in eighth notes.
There is some imitation in the accompaniment figures.
,
1 ntnmi ] \'^m
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In the third movement of the same composition is a passage
where the voices in the accompanying parts alternate in prom-
inence, as they either sustain or move. Against this is written
a seemingly unrelajbed cello part. The total effect is that of
four separate and independently Jiovin£, parts.

69.
1.'. , ,fT r^cf?^ f^i—
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The last example of this style of v/riting is taken from the
last movement of this Kammermusik* Here there are two voices
in the accompaniment comlDined with the cello part, all moving
independently. Hov/ever, in this example, there is a definite
tonality implied, as often there is not, and there are no
These are a few exsunples which seem to illustrate q.uite
clearly the process of writing music in linear style, rather
than iDy chord "building. There are many more in the music of
the twentieth century, "but these, especially those in the
music of Hindemith, seem to "be representative as a whole.
Although all the examples given do not follow precisely the
rules stated in Hindemith *s book, The Craft of I^usical Comp-
osition, in that all the parts do not always move at the
same time to a different combination of notes, nevertheless
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the fundamental principle of separately constructed voice
parts is, for the most part, always true. This is a device
which can "be used to great and dissonant extremes. The pres-
ent tendency is to use it fairly simply, in the Heo -Classical
idiom.

COKCLUSIOH
Hie preceding chapters have been designed to give some in-
sight into the devices "being used by some of the more recent
outstanding composers in their worlcs. Hie six categories
have been chosen as being most representative of these dev-
ices, although there are also many others which might be in-
cluded.
The device of the first chapter, parallel motion, from the
Impressionistic school, has developed f3x>m the use of blocks
of chords by the impressionists to more varied uses. The
composers of the group ta3cen up here use not only the blocks
in parallel motion, but also open intervals, such as fourths,
fifths, sevenths, sJid ninths. The present-day tendency seems
to be to simplify as much as possible, with many of the com-
posers, the melodic lines and the chords used - thus an in-
creased use of the open intervals, v^ith a continued use of
moving chord blocks.
The added notes and rei^tition taken up in the second chap-
ter are perhaps being used now with less freq.uency than in
the earlier decades of the century. They played a great part
in the first of Stravinsky's famous works, and in other works
of that time, but have been lately giving way to simpler and
clearer forms and lines. This device is often used as an
effect, or a meajis to an effect, and is not quite as importani
to music as a whole as some of the other subjects dealt with
here,
Polyharmony and polytonality are tv:o of the most popular

forms of expression for the twentieth century composers.
They create an entirely new idiom, that of the combination
of tvro or more orthodox chords or tonalities in an unortho-
dox way. Many interesting- examples may be found of these
styles, in which there are almost limitless possibilities,
and the twentieth centuiy composers have made greatly varied
use of these possibilities.
The style of atonality, as has already been stated, was
achieved the most nearly to perfection by Schonberg, v/ho
later developed the twelve-tone method as his means of musical
expression. He and a fev/ of his pupils are the only ones to
approach true atonality, and to achieve a mechanical struc-
ture in which there is no sign of a tonality. There is some
work still being carried on in this vein, but for the most
part, the composers are keeping to definite key schemes
in their works.
As has also already been stated and explained, the practice
of building chords in fourths, as done mostly by Schonberg
and Scriabine, with Hindemith follovfing their lead, was aimed
to make music more rich and va^ried and interesting. As, for
instance, in the case of Scriabine "s llystic Chord, it is a
fairly dissonant device, and continues in much usage among
present composers,
Hindemith has explained' the system of writing known as
linear counterpoint in his book, sjid practises it in his
compositions. The other composers use this style to varying

degrees, but seemingly not to the extent that Hindemith
does. Ihe foundation of most of the music studied here has
"been the chord, which is opposite to the principles of
linear counterpoint. However, in much of Hindemith ^s music
there is no suggestion of chords, "but merely melodic lines
in combination. This last style is one wfeich may well be
much more developed in the years to come, and may become
the idiom of many more composers.
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